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Fort Sumter can be played by a single Player with the game con-
trolling the side not controlled by the Player. This Solo Opponent 
is governed by the Solo Sequence of Play in this rulebook and the 
included Solo Opponent Aid. Unless specifically noted in this section, 
the Solo Opponent follows all the rules of the 2-player game. It is 
recommended that you become familiar with the 2-player game 
before playing with these rules.

Important! The Solo Opponent rules always use the Optional 
Event Discard rules found on Page 7 of the rulebook.

Definitions
Available tokens: A token is Available if it is in the Solo Op-
ponent’s Token Pool or on the Crisis Track but not in the Final 
Crisis zone or bonus token spaces. Once the Player breaches the 
Final Crisis zone, treat tokens in the Solo Opponent’s Final Crisis 
zone as Available.
Friendly: A Strategy Card with a color background matching 
the Solo Opponent’s color only (does not include cards displaying 
both colors).
Spaces with Room: A space has Room for the Solo Opponent’s 
tokens until it has one more of the Solo Opponent’s tokens than 
the Player’s tokens, or two more in a Pivotal Space. A space with 
4 Solo Opponent tokens never has Room.

Overview
The Solo Opponent never holds a hand of cards or keeps cards for 
the Final Crisis. Instead, the Solo Opponent makes all decisions 
according to the Solo Sequence of Play and Solo Opponent Aid. 
During the Solo Opponent’s turn, reveal an event card and follow 
the instructions in the Solo Sequence of Play to determine whether 
the Solo Opponent uses the revealed event, the event on the top card 
of the Discard Pile, or uses the revealed event’s Value.
The Solo Opponent uses tables printed on the Solo Opponent Aid 
to decide from which spaces to place or remove pieces. Some steps 
of the Solo Sequence of Play break the 2-player rules and should be 
followed literally. Your turns follow the regular sequence of play, 
as in a 2-player game. 

Setup
Setup is the same as that for the 2-player game. Find the Solo Op-
ponent Aid for the side controlled by the Solo Opponent and place 
it beside the board for easy reference. For a normal difficulty game, 
place both scoring cylinders on the ‘0’ space of the VP track; for 
a more difficult game place the Solo Opponent’s scoring cylinder 

on the ‘1’ space of the VP track; for a real challenge, place the 
Solo Opponent’s scoring cylinder on the ‘3’ space of the VP track.

Solo Sequence of Play
Follow the Solo Sequence of Play literally. Several steps are modified 
from the 2-player Sequence of Play. The player is always treated 
as the First Player while playing solo (regardless of their score), as 
indicated in the Solo Sequence of Play below.

1. Draw 4 Strategy Cards. Do not deal any cards to the Solo Opponent.

2. Draw 2 Objective Cards. If both Objective Cards are in the same 
Crisis Dimension, return them to the Objective deck, shuffle, and 
repeat. 

3. Select one to use as your Objective Card and the other to use as 
the Solo Opponent’s Objective Card.

4. Beginning with the Player, alternate playing Strategy Cards until 
each side has played three times. On the Solo Opponent’s turn:
• Reveal the top card of the Strategy Deck. If it is a Friendly card, 

use the event if it would place or remove pieces from the board. 
Otherwise, use the previously discarded event if it is Friendly and 
has equal or lesser Value than the revealed card. If any zone was 
breached, move the bonus tokens to the Solo Opponent’s Token 
Pool before continuing.

• If an event was used, then remove 1 player token per the instruc-
tions on the Solo Opponent player aid.

• Use the revealed event’s Value if an event was not used, placing 
Available tokens using the Value on the revealed card.

Then, discard the revealed Strategy Card.

5. Set aside your remaining Strategy Card for the Final Crisis. The 
Solo Opponent does not set aside a Strategy Card for the Final Crisis.

6. Perform Pivotal Space bonus actions, beginning with the Player 
(see “Pivotal Space Bonus Actions” below).

7. Score VP for Crisis Dimensions.

8. Beginning with the Player, reveal and Score Objective Cards. 
The Solo Opponent scores VP for controlling the space on either 
Objective Card, but you may only score a VP for your card, never 
the Solo Opponent’s card. 

9. Beginning with the Player, perform the Objective Event if they 
scored a VP from their own Objective Card.

10. Check for Final Crisis.
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Selecting Spaces
Whenever placing, replacing, or removing tokens (including by 
Pivotal Space bonus actions or event), the Solo Opponent selects 
spaces in which to act one at a time using the corresponding 
Space Selection table on the Solo Opponent Aid. Once a space is 
selected, the Solo Opponent will place or remove a single token 
from that space.
To select a space, determine all legal spaces for the action. Starting 
at the top of the corresponding Space Selection table, eliminate all 
spaces that do not meet the condition in each row, in order, until 
only one space remains. If applying a condition would eliminate all 
spaces, skip that condition. If multiple spaces remain after applying 
all rows in the table, roll a die to select from the remaining spaces. 
If the action is not complete, select another space by determining 
a new set of legal spaces and starting again at the top of the Space 
Selection table.

Important! The Space Selection table cannot tell you which 
spaces are legal choices for the pieces being placed or removed.

Performing Events
The Solo Opponent will always perform a used event as completely 
as possible, within the following guidelines:
• Events that would not place or remove pieces from the map are 

not used.
• Events that are not Friendly are never used.
• Use the “Select where to Place or Replace tokens” table for events 

that place or replace tokens and the “Select where to Remove 
tokens” table for events that remove tokens.

• Never place tokens in a space without Room.
• Never place tokens that are not Available.
• If multiple exclusive options are on a card, perform the first option 

listed on the card that would be fully implemented, within these 
guidelines. If neither option can be fully implemented, use the 
first option listed on the card which would add or remove pieces 
from the map.

• When placing or moving the Peace Commissioner, the Solo 
Opponent places it using the following priorities:

 ◊ If the Solo Opponent Controls Fort Sumter, place it there.
 ◊ If the Solo Opponent Controls any Crisis Dimension, place it 

in that Dimension’s Pivotal Space. If more than one possible 
space, use the Place or Replace table to select between the 
options.

 ◊ If the Solo Opponent Controls its Objective Space, place it in 
that space.

 ◊ Otherwise, select randomly from among spaces with the most 
of your tokens.

Pivotal Space Bonus Actions
The Solo Opponent conducts Pivotal Space Bonus actions according 
to the normal rules. You determine the order of Crisis Dimensions 
for the Solo Opponent’s bonus actions, as well as any moved tokens 
(within the instructions provided). The Solo Opponent will conduct 
the first possible action from this list within each Crisis Dimension 
where they Control the Pivotal Space:

a. Move or remove any two tokens to add Solo Opponent Control 
of that Dimension. 
b.. Move one token and remove one token to add Solo Opponent 
Control of that Dimension.
c. Remove two of your tokens to add Solo Opponent Control to 1 
or 2 spaces in that Dimension, without losing any Solo Opponent 
Control.
d. Remove two of your tokens using the Remove Tokens priorities.
e. Do nothing.

Final Crisis
You must determine the order of your cards before performing any 
Solo Opponent actions during the Final Crisis. Reveal your first Final 
Crisis card. Then draw 3 cards face-down from the deck to create 
the Solo Opponent’s Final Crisis hand; these will be played in the 
order they were drawn. Resolve revealed Final Crisis cards as in 
the 2-player game. You make all choices within these instructions. 
The Solo Opponent conducts the first possible action from this list:

If the revealed card’s Crisis Dimensions match:
• The Solo Opponent removes one of their tokens from a space in 

that Dimension that is not needed to maintain Solo Opponent 
Control, if possible.

• Otherwise, the Solo Opponent removes two of their tokens from 
spaces where they are not needed to maintain Solo Opponent 
Control.

• In the rare event neither instruction can be carried out, the Solo 
Opponent removes two of their tokens randomly.

If the revealed card’s Crisis Dimensions do not match:
• The Solo Opponent places two tokens from their Token Pool 

into spaces with Room in that Crisis Dimension using the Place 
Tokens priorities.

• If there are not enough tokens in the Token Pool, take any ad-
ditional required tokens from spaces where they are not needed 
to maintain Solo Opponent Control.

Perform final scoring per the Sequence of Play.

Game End
Determine victory as in the 2-player game, however in the event 
of a tie:
• The side that Controls Fort Sumter wins.
• If no one Controls Fort Sumter, the Solo Opponent wins.


